
The Mighty Franks Memoir: Unleashing the
Secrets of Hollywood's Enigmatic Family
Have you ever wondered what it's like growing up in the heart of Hollywood,
rubbing shoulders with celebrities, and living a life that seems right out of a
movie? Well, The Mighty Franks Memoir allows us to dive headfirst into a world
filled with glitz, glamour, and a family more chaotic than any scriptwriter could
imagine.

Written by the talented Michael Frank, The Mighty Franks Memoir takes us on a
rollercoaster ride through his childhood and adolescence spent in the heart of
Tinseltown. But it's not just about Hollywood; it's about the incredible relationships
and dynamics within the author's family that will leave you breathless and
yearning for more.

The Franks Family: Unconventional, Eccentric, and Extraordinary

The Franks family is not your typical sitcom family. They are unconventional,
eccentric, and their dynamics are nothing short of extraordinary. Michael Frank
opens a window into his family's life, revealing the unique characters that
populate his world.
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At the center of it all is his Aunt Hankie. Described as a force of nature, with an
imposing personality that could rival any Hollywood diva, Hankie is the glue that
holds the family together. Her presence radiates through the pages, leaving an
indelible mark on the author's life.

But Hankie's larger-than-life persona is not without its complications. Her intense,
almost possessive love for Michael, coupled with her inability to separate him
from the rest of the family, creates tension and conflict that forms the crux of The
Mighty Franks Memoir.

Secrets, Scandals, and Hollywood Intrigue

Beyond the fascinating characters, this memoir uncovers a web of secrets,
scandals, and Hollywood intrigue. Michael Frank delves deep into his family's
past, exposing long-held secrets that threaten to tear them apart.

From the unexpected connection to Hollywood legend Irving Thalberg to the
startling revelations about the family's dark side, each page unravels a new layer
of complexity that will keep you hooked until the very end.

But it's not just about the scandals. The Mighty Franks Memoir explores profound
themes of identity, belonging, and the delicate balance between love and
autonomy. It raises questions about the blurred boundaries between family and
self, leaving readers pondering their own relationships and connections to those
they hold dear.
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A Memoir that Transcends Time and Place

While The Mighty Franks Memoir takes place in Hollywood, it transcends its
physical setting. It is a timeless exploration of family dynamics, love, and the
complex nature of human relationships. Whether you have a Hollywood
background or not, the themes in this memoir are universal and relatable.

The prose is beautifully crafted, painting vivid pictures of the people and places
that shaped the author's life. From the opulent Hollywood parties to the quiet
moments shared with Hankie, every scene comes to life before your eyes.

A Captivating Tale to Remember

The Mighty Franks Memoir is a captivating tale that will pull at your heartstrings
and challenge your perceptions. It invites you to step into the shoes of an
extraordinary family and witness their triumphs, flaws, and everything in between.

So, if you're ready for a mesmerizing journey through the dazzling yet tumultuous
world of Hollywood's enigmatic family, grab a copy of The Mighty Franks Memoir
and prepare to be captivated.
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WINNER OF THE 2018 JG-WINGATE PRIZE
A psychologically acute memoir about an unusual Hollywood family by Michael
Frank, who "brings Proustian acuity and razor-sharp prose to family dramas as
primal, and eccentrically insular, as they come" (The Atlantic)

“My feeling for Mike is something out of the ordi - nary,” Michael Frank overhears
his aunt telling his mother when he is a boy of eight. “It’s stronger than I am. I
cannot explain it . . . I love him beyond life itself.” With this indelible bit of
eavesdropping, we fall into the spellbinding world of The Mighty Franks.

The family is uncommonly close: Michael’s childless Auntie Hankie and Uncle
Irving, glamorous Hollywood screenwriters, are doubly related— Hankie is his
father’s sister, and Irving is his mother’s brother. The two families live near each
other in Laurel Canyon. In this strangely intertwined world, even the author’s
grandmothers—who dislike each other—share a nearby apartment.

Strangest of all is the way Auntie Hankie, with her extravagant personality, comes
to bend the wider family to her will. Talented, mercurial, and lavish with her love,
she divides Michael from his parents and his two younger brothers as she takes
charge of his education, guiding him to the right books to read (Proust, not Zola),
the right painters to admire (Matisse, not Pollock), the right architectural styles to
embrace (period, not modern—or mo-derne, as she pronounces the word, with
palpable disdain). She trains his mind and his eye—until that eye begins to see
on its own. When this “son” Hankie longs for grows up and begins to turn away
from her, her moods darken, and a series of shattering scenes compel Michael to
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reconstruct both himself and his family narrative as he tries to reconcile the
woman he once adored with the troubled figure he discovers her to be.

In its portrayal of this fascinating, singularly polarizing figure, the boy in her thrall,
and the man that boy becomes, The Mighty Franks will speak to any reader who
has ever struggled to find an independent voice amid the turbulence of family life.
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